WANTED!
Southend Bookstart needs VOLUNTEERS

Storyrhymes are half-hour sessions, run by volunteers, in all our branch libraries. We share stories & rhymes with children from 0-5 years old & their parents & carers.

Stories are brought to life through the use of props, actions & sometimes dressing up! Nursery rhymes are important in children’s language development so we use musical instruments to reinforce the rhyme, rhythm & repetition & of course, have lots of fun!

We currently have opportunities for:

A weekly STORYRHYME VOLUNTEER’S HELPER at the Forum (Weds 10.30 session)

A weekly STORYRHYME VOLUNTEER LEADER at Friars Library (Mon 10.30 session)

A weekly STORYRHYME VOLUNTEER’S HELPER at Thorpedene Library (Fri 10.30 session)

A fortnightly STORYRHYME VOLUNTEER LEADER at Kent Elms Library (Mon 10.30 session)

A monthly STORYRHYME VOLUNTEER’S HELPER at Westcliff Library
(10.30 session, 2nd Tue of the month)

All our volunteers are given training & support.

To apply or for more information contact the Bookstart Team on 01702 212120 or email bookstart@southend.gov.uk